
Artist Profile – Mark Bradford 
 
b. 1961 Los Angeles, CA; lives and works in Los Angeles, CA 
 
 Bradford came from a line of merchants; his mother and grandmother were both 
hairdressers and when he graduated high school Bradford began working in his mother’s salon. 
Bradford did not attend college until he was thirty years old, and at that time he began at the 
California Institute of Arts and stayed until he received his BFA in 1995 and his MFA in 1997. 
Bradford has received numerous awards and grants including the MacArthur Fellows Program 
Grant, WSJ Magazine’s Art Innovator Award, and the High Museum of Art’s David C. Driskell 
Prize.  

Bradford is best known for his large-scale, grid-like, abstract collages made from a range 
of found materials. His recent works are created from old signs taken from the streets of Los 
Angeles which he tears, bleaches, sands, and embellishes to change the urban landscape into 
an abstracted image of the city. Bradford is inspired by, and employs in his works, colorful 
poster remnants that have been left behind on walls and fences that speak to the nature of 
consumer culture and the forgotten stories of abandoned or underserved neighborhoods. 
Common images or subjects in Bradford’s work include maps, especially those of a city grid, and 
text. Bradford abstracts these subjects and occasionally includes a historical aspect that 
grounds them in reality, for example, he has referred to African American history by bringing up 
cities like Tulsa, Oklahoma and Durham, North Carolina that were once major centers of black-
owned financial enterprises. Overall, Bradford’s work focuses on urban culture, networks, 
communities, lives lived but rarely seen, and building self-reliance in minority communities and 
building their relationship with society as a whole.  

Although Bradford is commonly considered a painter, he actually works with many 
different materials. He does not use paint brushes, acrylics, or oil paints, if he does need to buy 
paint for a piece he gets it at Home Depot, but more often than not he uses found materials 
(including paint). He limits his palette to the colors that are already found on posters he collects 
around Los Angeles, and instead of preparing his canvases for a collage he covers the surface of 
the canvas up with layers of obsidian black carbon paper which he proceeds to abuse by tearing 
and sanding it down. A huge part of Bradford’s work is the fact that he frequently uses Wave-
End paper; sheets of paper that are meant to be used by hairdressers when giving someone a 
perm. This ties back to his past in the “Merchant class” and his history with a family of 
hairdressers.  

Example of Bradford’s work include Kryptonite (1), where you can clearly see the 
remnants of the city grid underneath the layers of paper, Amendment #8 (2), which 
demonstrates his use of text from posters, and Picket Charge (The High-Water Mark) (3) that 
shows the texture his works have from the layers and layers of paper.  
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